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in literary criticism theodore dreiser s name has become
synonymous with naturalism naturalism however has cer-
tain philosophical problems attending it while apparently
freeing an individual from the tensions of normal ethical sys-
tems such as a religion naturalism fails finally to provide any
relief for the one problem that most of the systems profess to
answer the problem of death similarly when an individual
adopts a naturalistic ethic he is apt to become a hedonist be-
cause a naturalistic ethic gives apparent sanction to the gratifi-
cation of his senses since these are natural productsbyproductsby of his
chemical makeupmake up the adoption of this hedonistic view in
turn offers some serious problems particularly on the nature
of the universe 1

although dreiser was concerned with some of the prob-
lems that attend a hedonistic life 2 it was his inability to solve
the problem of death that ultimately led him to abandon his
philosophy of naturalism in favor of a theistic solution in
the genius 1915 and an american tragedy 1925
dreiser has his protagonists investigate religion while under

mr heustonhouston is instructor in english at brigham young university
for an excellent discussion of the philosophical problems that attend hed-

onism see yvor winter s chapter on wallace stevens in his book in defense
of reason denver the university of denver press 1943

foror example in the financier dreiser predicts that cowperwoodcooperwoodCowperwood will find
great fame but sorrow sorrow sorrow for in the glory was also the
ashes of dead sea fruit an understanding that could neither be inflamed by
desire nor satisfied by luxury a heart that was long since wearied by exper-
ience a soul that was bereft of illusion as a windless moon again inin the
titan he has cowperwoodcooperwoodCowperwood comment that beyond beauty there is nothing save

crumbling age darkness silence and in the genius eugene s hedon-
istic tendencies lead to the view that life was nothing save dark forces moving
aimlessly in pursuing beauty also the problem of death becomes magnified
for life and happiness depend on health and success disease and weakness
bring death and death is nothingness the abyss of death when he looked
into that after all of life and hope how it shocked him how it hurt here was
life and happiness and love in healthhelthheith there was death and nothingness aeonsafons
and aeonsafons of nothingness
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severe pressures but they find that it fails to offer them a satis-
factory solution eugene in the genius abandons his search
of christian scienceandscience and the book closes with a ringing quota-
tion from spencer s first principles dreiser s bible of natural-
ism clyde in an american tragedy accepts religious conver-
sion while in the death house awaiting execution but it is a
desperate conversion by a man who still has some doubts in
these two novels dreiser has specialized in bringing forth the
questions that torture a man in search of a faith but while not-
ing the attraction that a religion offers when the problem of
death is raised he has refused to accept the commitment of a
faith this changed however with the publication of his next
novel the bulwark in 1946

in the bulwark dreiser is no longer discussing death as
an intellectual question but he is now facing it as a man in his
seventies who realizes that he has not much longer to live the
setting of the story is meant to be timeless and the problem
universal it is the story of a religious man and the difficulties
that he meets in life as he matures the story is really a vehicle
for a philosophical presentation of the price and rewards of a
religious faith we know that dreiser was writing with an
active faith at this time not only from the tone of the novel
but also from people who were acquainted with him his wife
commented that

I1 knew he was putting a lot of himself into this story of the
quaker and I1 saw in his eyes the realization that his own life
might end at any time and that he felt he might have done
differently at times in the past often he quoted this
night thy soul shall be required of thee 3

robert elias in his biography of dreiser states that from
long conversations with him he learned that the book was in-
tended as a gesture of atonement on dreiser s part for his
earlier attacks on god it s funny he remarked on one oc-
casion after he had completed the how a fellow can go
along for years and not get it hen it s there all the
time 4

helen dreiser my life with L bew4ewew york the world publishing
co 1951 ppap 717271 72

robert H elias theodore dreiser apostle of nature new york alfred
A knopf 1949 p 304
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dreiser was a realist and recognized fully what a religious
commitment meant in the introduction to the novel which is
a short discussion of the wedding of solon and benecia with
an outline of the quaker faith as promulgated by george fox
he states the terms of the ultimate religious commitment with a
quotation from job though he slay me yet will I1 trust
him until now dreiser has chastised religion in the final
judgment because it has not offered worldly success to the
supplicants but here we have a statement that indicates the
degree of faith that a man must accept in religious maturity
the remainder of the book is devoted to showing what pres-
sures the acceptance of this proposition might entail in a man s

life
the very first scene of the book when solon is a child in-

volves the discussions of the effect of accidental evil on a re-
ligious temperament solon has borrowed a slingshot from
another boy and fired a chance shot at a distant bird alt-
hough the odds are heavily against it he hits the bird and kills
it only to discover that it was the mother of four baby chicks

his friend takes them home and feeds them to his cat because
they will die without a mother solon s mother discovers that
he is very upset about something and learns upon questioning
him what has happened through her speculation dreiser
makes his point

hence while she found herself loving and forgiving her own
son she found herself not a little religiously and intellec-
tually troubled by the fact that so much ill could come about
accidentally when plainly no cruelty or evil was intended 5

the next problem that is taken up as the story progresses is

the difficulty of effecting religious principles in actual life
solon starts to become quite successful in commercial ventures
and suddenly is puzzled as to the rightness of his path

and yet pleased as he was over these ventures he was becom-
ing more and more mentally disturbed as to where lay the
dividing line between ambition and an irreligious greed
between the desire for power and wealth and a due regard
for quaker precepts 6

theodore dreiser the bulwark new york doubleday and co 1946
p 118S

widibidwis p 113
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the next incident that dreiser raises is to illuminate the
conflict between religious mercy and the laws of justice solon
obtains a position in the bank for a quaker neighbor s son who
turns out to be a thief and solon has difficulty in resolving
the conflict of whether he should intervene on the boy s behalf
or let justice take its course the latter course of action will
be easier because he is personally involved in the case and this
is the one that he chooses after the boy is sentenced to four
years in the state reformatory however he changes his mind
and decides that he has committed a great spiritual offense

in the light of his religion he should have assisted him
and he had not this weighed on him it was the first and
most serious offense against his religious principles that solon
barnes had ever committed 7

until now dreiser has been raising intellectual problems
that are not easily solved but he now starts introducing per-
sonal tragedies into the life of solon which are calculated to
bring him face to face with reality 188 first his father dies and
then he discovers that his oldest daughter who is rather plain
in appearance is being hurt socially by her looks she is so hurt
that she shocks her mother by stating 1 I wish sometimes I1
were deaddead9deada solon looks for the religious significance of this
but has a hard time settling the question

it was sacrilegious he was compelled to admit to question
the divine order in anything but still so many queer and
unfortunate and terrible things happened in so many walks of
life why did an all wise and all merciful providence allow
them to happen10happen 10

from these introductory personal tragedies dreiser in-
creases the misfortunes of solon s family until his life seems
to be surrounded by a solid mass of tragedy under the influ-
ence of a girl friend from school his youngest daughter refuses
to attend the college her parents have chosen for her and by
stealing some of her mother s jewels she finances a trip to the
university of wisconsin to study solon follows her out there
but is unable to persuade her to return home she later migrates

ibidtuiaturaicia p 120izu
ibid p 121
ibid p 127
ibid p 128
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to greenwich village with this same girl friend and becomes
the paramour of an artist during this latter period one of her
brothers who is developing into a playboy becomes involved
in a manslaughter charge when he and some of his male
friends administer a drug to a young girl to ease her inhibi-
tions and she dies because of a weak heart he is so ashamed
at what he has done and how he has disgraced his family that
he kills himself in prison while awaiting trial to make matters
worse during this period solon learns that the board of trustees
of the bank at which he is the treasurer are overextending the
use of the bank s funds in unsound personal speculation he
corrects this matter by personally informing the treasury de-
partmentpartment bank investigators of what is transpiring and then he
resigns from the bank shortly after this his wife s health de-
clines and she dies from a series of strokes

after all this tension and difficulty dreiser trains his sym-
pathy on the character of solon as broken in health and slowly
dying of cancer he tries to hold his world together the crisis
is reached in a scene from nature that represents the conscious
renunciation of dreiser s naturalism solon is pictured as
wandering around the grounds of his home and speculating on
the various forms and beauty that the creative force has
fashioned he spies a beautiful green fly perched on and eat-
ing the bud of a beautiful flower this is a remarkable oppor-
tunity for dreiser to inject a discussion of the impersonality
and cruelty of nature and to have solon s eyes opened to the
purposeless nature of a godless universe the personal tragedy
in solon s life has all but killed him and he will be receptive
to such a view at this time if he ever is to be indeed dreiser
even has him wonder at the meaning of this apparent tragedy

was this beautiful creature whose design so delighted him
compelled to feed upon another living creature a beautiful
flower for obviously as it ate it was destroying the bud of
this plant and in so far as he could see or know the plant
had no way of defending itself 11

solon then wanders around the garden and looks closely
for the first time at all the forms of nature spread before him

ibid p 317
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his final decision however is one of trust and belief as
dreiser reaffirms the earlier motto though he slay me yet
will I1 trust in him solon then after bending down and
examining a blade of grass here a climbing vine there
turns in a kind of religious awe and wonder and decides

surely there must be a creative divinity and so a purpose
behind all of this variety and beauty and tragedy of life for
see how tragedy had descended upon him and still he had
faith and would have 12

A more specific description of solon s and dreiser s final
understanding of this creative force and his view of what god
would have man do in his life is given in a description of a
second walk in the garden solon meets a puff adder which
puffs up and threatens to strike solon realizing the harmless
nature of the snake talks to it gently and tells it that he knows
it is harmless and that it may go its way without harm at this
the snake relaxes and starts to go on its way solon steps for-
ward to see how long it is and inadvertently frightens it again
but after talking to it and calming it once again he backs away
to observe its departure then the snake turns towards him
and glides right over his shoe as he leaves in relating this inci-
dent to his oldest daughter solon comments

good intent is of itself a universal language and if our inten-
tion is good all creatures in their particular way understand
and so it was that this puff adder understood me just as I1
understood it and now I1 thank god for this revelation
of his universal presence and his good intent toward all
things all of his created world for otherwise how would it
understand me and I1 it if we were not both a part of
himself13himself13

in the end etta his wayward daughter returns from green-
wich village and it is in her growth and understanding of
what her father has gained from his religion during his life
that dreiser ofoffersfers his ffinalinalinai message her understanding is in-
terestingte because it is the first time that dreiser has acknowl-
edged the efficacy of following a religion for mental content-
ment through her service to her father she

ibid
ibid ppap 318319318 319
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could see what it might mean to serve others not only for
reasons of family bonds or personal desires but to answer
human need in this love and unity with all nature as she
now sensed there was nothing fitful or changing or dis-
appointing nothing that glowed one minute and was gone
the next this love was rather as constant as nature itself
everywhere the same it was an intimate relation to the
very heart of being 14

thus we find in the bulwark that dreiser has concentrated
on the eschatological question raised by his own impending
death a question that he showed a great deal of interest in
before but one that he never fully resolved from a realistic
statement of the terms of a religious commitment though
he slay me yet will I1 trust him dreiser systematically traces
the problems that a man might meet in retaining his faith he
never wavershewaverwaversshehe states the conditions for the religious contract
carefully develops the difficulties which may undermine this
ideal and concludes still retaining his belief in the ideal

shortly after finishing the bulwark dreiser started to com-
plete the third volume of his financial trilogy which included
the financier 1912 and the titan 19141914 of this third
volume entitled the stoic he finished all but his last chapter
before he died he had however discussed this last chapter
with his wife and left a projected outline so the volume con-
tains an appendix which informs the reader of his intended
conclusion

in this final volume dreiser maintains the same interest in
religion as his previous novel because of the characterization
of his protagonist from the first two volumes of the trilogy
however dreiser is faced with a problem of how to develop
his religious theme in this third volume without obviously
changing the character of his naturalistic business tycoon he
solves this problem by having the businessman cowperwoodcooperwoodCowperwood
under the pressure of impending death question at various
times the efficacy of his previous path in life this questioning
is as far as he dares go however so to get on with his real in-
terest dreiser has his protagonist die and then transfers the
protagonist s role to his companion bevy and in her depres

leid24ibid p 331
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sion at the finality of cowperwoodcooperwoodCowperwood s death dreiser finds the
means to begin his active religious speculation through her
search for spiritual growth in the end she comes to find the
same values in religion as etta did in the bulwark that re-
ligion is not an escape or the formal worship of an inscrutable
god but something that one should live both for his own
needs and those of others

but now she knew that one must live for something outside
of ones self something that would tend to answer the needs
of the many as opposed to the vanities and comforts of the
few of which she herself was one 15

the tone of dreiser s final two novels suggests that a care-
ful study would have value in discovering whether this strong
spiritual stand is a sudden conversion away from his earlier
works or a natural consequence of them such a study 16 in fact
indicates that dreiser was not a naturalist who adopted a
last minute theistic solution but a theist who for a period
was a naturalist of varying degrees prior to his final acceptance
of the theistic terms though he slay me yet will I1 trust
him

dreiser was first a theist he was raised in a deeply re-
ligious household by a fanatical catholic father and although
he later repudiated this earlier heritage for a naturalistic posi-
tion the earlier influence remained in his life and works 17

the attempted naturalistic solution was never completely satis

theodore dreiser the stoic new york the world publishing co
1947 p 306

thehe size of this article naturally precludes any lengthy proof of this point
however there is a wealth of evidence awaiting the reader who goes back over
dreiser s early works in search of this theistic influence my master s thesis at
stanford university was devoted to such a search and my main problem lay
not in finding the material but in screening the overabundance of examples
even in his two most deliberately naturalistic novels the financier and the
titan in which god has been carefully ignored except for occasional jibes
dreiser closes the novels with epilogues that rail against god as if the object
of a deliberate snub must be made cognizant of the dimensions of the snub As
TS eliot says it is only the irreligious who are shocked by blasphemy blas-
phemy isis a sign of faith see his dialogue on dramatic poetry in his
selected essays new york harcourt brace and co 1950.1950

H L mencken for example was a close friend of dreiser s and wrote as
far back as 1917 in the seven arts that dreiser should not be classified as a
naturalist or realist for he is really something quite different and in his
rmoments something far more stately mencken however deplored the ob-
viouslyV uslyasly believing attitude of mind that dreiser displayed and considered it
a heritage of the indiana hinterland
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factory to him and as some of the perceptive critics have point
etdead out such as charles child walcutt 118I his naturalism was
constantly changing finally though as I1 have pointed out
the problem of death forced him back into an acknowledged
theistic position after this unsuccessful sortie into naturalism
and now that all the evidence is in it appears that we should
reverse the current critical emphasis which shackles him with
being simply a naturalist and say that his life and worksworks
may be more profitably studied in terms of a theological strug-
gle and resolution

see charles child Walcwalcuttuttuit american literary naturalism A divided
stream minneapolis university of minnesota press 1956
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ingratitude
KLEA evansEVAKSevars WORSLEY

the giant with silver raiment
strides on distant lands scattering manna

then from his height he pulls the strings
twisted tangled strings

the small disheveled creatures eat the manna

but spit at the giant
he turns away

tears falling from cardboard eyes


